
 

Did you know the first people who came to Delaware came from Asia and passed 
a bridge that is now underwater?   The early Europeans came to Delaware in 1609. 
The Dutch, Swedish and English all came during the 1600s. In 1776 Delaware 
declared its independence from England. When the civil war began Delaware was a 
state where slavery was legal.The thirteenth amendent in  the U.S constitution 
declared all slaves in the United States,including in Delaware,to be free people. I hope 
you enjoyed this brief history of the state of Delaware.  
 

Have you ever seen Delaware’s state flag? On the Delaware flag there is a coat 
of arms and a shield with an ox,corn and wheat,which represents the state's 
agriculture. The colors are a colonial blue and a diamond  buff color. The flag  was 
adopted on July 4,1913.. These were some fun facts about the Delaware flag.  
 
 

Did you know that Delaware is one of the smallest states. Delaware's 
population is 925,749.The states that border Delaware are Maryland,New Jersey 
and Pennsylvania. Also,Delaware's size is 2,489 square miles. Lastly, the governor of 
Delaware is John Carney.These are some important facts about the state of Delaware.  
 
 

Delaware has important waterways, landmarks and cities.Some waterways of 
Delaware are the Delaware River,the Mispillion River and the Nanticoke River.Also 
did you know that there is something called Funland? It is a very important landmark 
in Delaware. Lastly, some important cities in Delaware are Dover, Wilmington, and 
Newark.  If you go to Delaware you should visit one of these important cities. 



 

 
 

Did you know that the economy in Delaware depends on  manufacturing? 
Delaware’s economy depends on  manufacturing of chemicals. Delaware's climate is 
usually humid and in the summer it is VERY HOT. In the winter it  gets cold just 
like in New York.I suggest that you try not to go to Delaware in the summer because 
it is very hot. 
 
 

Did you know n that Joe Biden is from Delaware? Also, John Andrews, who is 
another  politician, is from Delaware. Delaware's famous sports teams are the 
Delaware Wizards for soccer.and for basketball  it is the Fighting Blue Hens.These 
are some important sports teams and people who are from Delaware.   
 
 

I think Delaware is a really cool place to be.I have also been to Delaware. I 
have even been to the Delaware river. when i went to Delaware we went in the summer 
it was super hot. we went when it was my birthday.  We also went to fun land the 
rides there were so fun. I hope you get a chance to go to Delaware but in the winter. 
 


